2021 ASTRO ANNUAL MEETING REQUEST/WAIVER/INDEMNIFICATION FOR PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITY WITHIN EXHIBITOR’S BOOTH

I, ____________________________, am the authorized representative for ______________________

(“Exhibitor”) in Booth number________________. Exhibitor requests that ASTRO consent to the following:

1) Access to its booth, as described below, for purposes of interview, videotaping, photography, or any other recording or imaging or “Capture” as defined in ASTRO’s Photography, Videotaping and Recording Policies (“Promotional Access”). Promotional Access is further defined to include all presence and activity related to or arising out of the Promotional Access.

Person(s)/Entities to participate in Promotional Access:
__________________________________________________________

Date(s) and Time(s) of Promotional Access: __________________________

Full Description of Activity: _______________________________________

2) Exhibitor releases ASTRO and SPARGO, Inc., and their employees and/or designated representatives (“designated representatives” include but are not limited to agents, members, Official Contractors, Officers, and/or Board of Directors) from any claims or liability related to or arising from such Promotional Access and agrees to make no claim of any nature whatsoever against ASTRO and/or SPARGO, Inc., and/or, their employees and/or designated representatives related to or arising from the Promotional Access.

3) Exhibitor shall indemnify, defend and hold ASTRO and/or SPARGO, Inc., and/or their employees and/or designated representatives harmless from and against any and all claims, penalties, damages, losses, costs, charges and expenses whatsoever, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs, relating to or arising from the Promotional Access.

4) Exhibitor hereby agrees to waive the right of subrogation by its insurance carriers to recover losses sustained under its insurance contract including but not limited to real and personal property.

5) Exhibitor expressly assumes responsibility for all entities and individuals involved in the Promotional Access and will require them to comply with these terms and conditions for Promotional Access and all rules and requirements of ASTRO’s video and photography policies set forth at www.astro.org/rules, including but not limited to ASTRO’S Photography, Videotaping and Recording Policies. Exhibitor shall ensure that it obtains consent from any person captured in these images.

6) Additional terms regarding Exhibitor obligations are set forth in the 2021 Annual Meeting Exhibitor Rules, Regulations and Policies, which are incorporated herein by reference.

Exhibitor requests the specified Promotional Access and agrees to the terms set forth above. Exhibitor acknowledges and agrees that neither ASTRO, nor SPARGO, Inc., nor any of their employees and/or designated representatives are assuming any obligations or responsibilities hereunder.

Printed Name of Individual ____________________________ Signature ____________________________ Date ____________________________